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Protection of property rights in international law

Abstract. Protection of property rights is one of the most important priorities of any rule of law. Property 
right in the modern legal literature is treated as an institution of civil society, a fundamental Institute of private 
rights and it is declared as universal value. The article deals with the problems of development of the concept 
of the property rights in the context of its various historical models: elementary, model of branched property, 
liberal and social-oriented. The conclusion shows that in the process of integration of countries this institu-
tion has separated from the framework of national law and derives its consolidation in the international legal 
instruments. According to the grounded conclusion, in international law axiological concept of property rights 
has been accepted, which is  based on the equality of privately owned entities, distributing the ownership of 
objects that have traits of economic value and cash  ow, regardless of material or nonmaterial nature, the 
range of the powers of the owner, the existence of an inde nite passive range of media obligations, as well 
as assignment on the State additional responsibilities for active ensuring of property rights. If the European 
model of property rights is based on the value approach, the model property of the CIS countries, including 
Kazakhstan, is based on the proprietary-legal concept of property rights with its traditional triad concept of 
proprietary rights to possess, use and dispose of property belonging to him.

The article analyses the international standards of legal regulation of property rights, which are justi ed 
with the modern doctrine of the property rights and the practice of the European Court of human rights: the 
principle of the rule of law, the principle of balance between public and private interests, the principle of 
judicial control, the principle of the autonomy of the concept of property rights, the principle of legality, the 
principle of  legitimate aim interference into the property rights, the principle of proportionality of the interfer-
ence into the property rights according to the aim pursued.

The following scienti c problem arises: solid and consistent theory of protection of property rights is not 
developed, methodological approaches for the implementation of its development are not de ned in the 
national and international law. It appears necessary in the international law to develop a universal treaty 
standards of the property rights - for regulation of issues of property rights, the implementation of its effective 
protection. In the modern period, one of the actual trends in the doctrine of property law and international ju-
risprudence is the development of an international legal institution of protection of property rights in the two � 
pronged way � as an institution of international law and human rights and as a factor in the modernization of 
the National Institute of the property rights.
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pa�uma ties bu aizsardz ba starptautiskaj s ties b s

not cija. pa�uma ties bu aizsardz bai ir b tiska priorit te jebkur  tiesiskuma izpausm . pa�umties -
bas m sdienu juridiskaj  literat r  tiek trakt tas k  pilsoniskas sabiedr bas instit ts, priv tties bu funda-
ment ls instit ts un atz tas par univers lu v rt bu.

Rakst  apl kotas pa�umties bu koncepcijas att st bas probl mas kontekst  ar t s da� diem v sturis-
kiem mode iem: element rais,  sazarotu pa�umties bu modelis, liber lais,  soci li orient tais modelis.

Tiek secin ts, ka valsts integr cijas procesa laik  �is instit ts izdal j s no nacion lo ties bu jomas un  
nostiprin j s starptautiskos ties bu aktos.
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Ir nopamatots secin jums par to, ka starptautiskaj s ties b s pie emta pa�uma ties bu koncepcija, pa-
matojoties uz pa�umties bu subjektu vienl dz bu, pa�umties bu izplat �anos uz objektiem ar ekonomisk s 
v rt bas paz m m, neatkar gi no to materi l  vai  nemateri l  rakstura, pamatojoties uz pa�nieka pilnvar m, 
nenoteikta loka nes ju pas viem pien kumiem, k  ar  pamatojoties uz papildu akt vu pien kumu piem ro�a-
nu valstij, lai nodro�in tu pa�umties bas.

Ja Eiropas pa�umties bu mode a pamat  ir v rt bas pieeja, tad  NVS valst s, ieskaitot Kazahst nu, tas 
ir balst ts uz pa�umties bu koncepciju, ietverot tradicion lo tri des koncepciju par pa�nieka pilnvar m un 
ties b m p rvald t, izmantot un atsavin t vi am piedero�u nekustamo pa�umu.

Rakst  analiz ti pa�umties bu  tiesiskas regul �anas starptautiski standarti, kas nopamatoti  ar m sdie-
nu pa�umties bu doktr nu un Eiropas tiesas praksi:  tiesiskuma princips, sabiedrisko un priv to intere�u l dz-
svara princips,   tiesas  kontroles princips, pa�umties bu j dziena autonomijas  princips, likum bas princips, 
le it mas iejauk�an s pa�umties b s princips, sam r guma princips pa�umties b s m r a sasnieg�anas 
d .

Tiek aktualiz ta zin tniska probl ma: nacion l s un starptautisk s ties b s nav izstr d ta vesela un 
nepretrun ga pa�uma ties bu aizstav �anas teorija, nav noteiktas metodolo iskas pieejas t das teorijas iz-
str des realiz cij .

Ir  nepiecie�ams starptautisk s ties b s izstr d t univers las vieno�an s normas  par pa�uma ties b m, 
lai var tu regul t pa�umties bu jaut jumus to efekt vai aizsardz bai.

Pa�laik viens no aktu l kajiem virzieniem pa�uma ties bu doktr n  un starptautiskaj  ties bu praks  ir 
pa�umties bu aizsardz bas starptautiski-tiesiska instit ta att st ba  divk r�  veid  � k  starptautisko cilv k-
ties bu instit ts un k  pa�umties bu nacion la instit ta moderniz cijas faktors.

Atsl gv rdi: pa�uma ties bas, pa�uma ties bu aizsardz ba, starptautiski standarti, tiesisks regul jums, 
ties bu aizsardz ba.
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Introduction
Statement of the problem and its topicality

Problems of protection of property rights in 
the national and international law are investi-
gated by scientists from different countries 
very fruitfully. This fact indicates that the pro-
tection of property rights is the most important 
priority of any rule of law. The property right 
in the modern legal literature is treated as an 
institution of civil society, a fundamental Insti-
tute of private rights and it is declared as uni-
versal value.

First, the property right was regulated as 
one of the basic human rights in the legal 
sources of international scope: in the 17thAr-
ticle of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights of 1948 [1, 260] and in the 1stArticle 
of Protocol 1 of the European Convention 
on Human Rights of 1950 [2, 266]. The prob-
lems of property rights were viewed mainly in 
the framework of national law; in the modern 
period they are studied by researchers in the 
context of international law. In the practice of 
the European Court of Human Rights the po-
tential of the basic provisions of the modern 
institution of property rights are formed; stan-
dards of the institute of the property rights are 
subjected to uni cation. As a result of judicial 
interpretation common international standard 
in the  eld of protection of property rights are 
developed.

The aim of this research is to analyse the 
problems of protection of property rights in the 
international law.

The analysis of publications on studied 
topics. The status of elaboration of modern 
scienti c institute of the property rights, its 
content and mechanisms of protection is 
characterized by a large number of compre-

hensive research of this problem. Modern in-
ternational institution of the property rights 
protection has been formed on the basis of 
the research of theorists and jurists throug-
hout the world. Modern authors have exami-
ned in detail the content and the protection of 
property rights, the theoretical and practical 
aspects of the effect of different mechanisms 
of the property rights protection, the correla-
tion of international and national institutions 
of property rights. Serious development of to-
pics of the property rights protection is contai-
ned in the research of D. Harris «Property prob-
lems from Genes to Pension Funds» (Kluwer 
Law International, 1999), U. Mattei «Basic 
Principles of Property Law: A Comparative Le-
gal and Economic Introduction (USA, 2000), 
Sudre Frederic «Droit International et europe-
en des droits de l�Homme» (Paris, 1999), Go-
lay C. and Cismas L. «Legal Opinion: The Right 
to Property from a Human Rights Perspective. 
International Centre for Human Rights and 
Democratic Development» (2010), S.S. Alek-
seyev «Property rights. Problems of theory 
«(Moscow, 2010), M.K. Suleymenov «Property 
rights in the Republic of Kazakhstan» (Almaty, 
2006),S.V. Scryabin «Property Law» (Almaty, 
2009), I.V.Mingazova «The right of proper-
ty in the international law» (Moscow, 2007), 
A.V.Milkov «Legal regulation of protection of ci-
vil rights and legal interests» (Moscow, 2015), 
the thesis for the degree of Doctor of Legal 
Sciences I.B.Zhivikhina «Civil-law problems of 
security and the protection of property rights» 
(Moscow, 2006), A.V.Milkov «Legal regulation 
of protection of civil rights and legal interests» 
(Moscow, 2015), U.B.Filatova «Institute of 
common property rights in the countries of 
the Romano-Germanic legal family (Germany, 
Austria, Switzerland, France and Russia: Com-
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parative-legal research)» (Moscow, 2015), the 
thesis for the degree of Candidate of Legal 
Sciences V.V.Starzhenetsky «The correlation 
of international (European) and Russian le-
gal regulation of the institution of property» 
(Moscow, 2003), M.Y.Vodkin «The problems of 
the reception of Roman property rights in the 
European codi cations of XIX-XX centuries.» 
(Kazan, 2007), P.O. Kirienkov �Protection of 
property rights under the European law «(Mos-
cow, 2012), Y.G. Saveleva «The protection of 
property rights as one of the fundamental 
human rights (international legal aspects)» 
(Moscow, 2013), Y.L. Orlova �Vindication and 
legal protection of property rights and other 
proprietary rights� (Moscow, 2013), etc.

However, it should be noted that in the 
national and international law solid and con-
sistent theory of protection of property rights 
is not developed, methodological approaches 
for the implementation of its development are 
not de ned. It appears necessary to develop 
a universal international law treaty standards 
of property rights - to regulate issues of the 
property rights and the implementation of its 
effective protection.

The research of the problems of the proper-
ty rights protection in contemporary internatio-
nal law is based on the following methods � 
historical and legal, system analysis, compara-
tive and legal, comparison and analogy, fore-
casting, etc.

Protection of property rights in the 
historical retrospective

Modern international legal doctrine claims 
that initially the property right was regulated as 
one of the basic human rights in the legal sour-
ces of international scope: in the 17th Article 
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
of 1948 and in the 1st Article of Protocol 1 
of the European Convention on Human Rights 
of 1950. However, historical evidence suggests 
that the «standards of property rights are very 
ancient, more ancient than the idea of the sta-
te itself» [3, 23]. Private property as a primary 
form of ownership occurs at the level of proper-
ty and social differentiation in the primitive so-
ciety [4, 175]. Genesis of the property right is 
associated with the historic moment of the  rst 

con ict over the distribution of wealth. In the 
literature this structure of the property right 
is called an elementary model of the property 
right and regulates social relations till the era 
of feudalism.

Investigating the problems of proprietary 
relations, it should be emphasized that the 
property right is referred to the «eternal» legal 
categories that perpetuate the attitude of a per-
son to a thing (property), providing by this thing 
satisfaction of different needs. The category of 
property right has always attracted attention 
of the civil law thought. The doctrinal notions 
of the property right have passed a long evo-
lutionary path from legal naturalism (the rela-
tionship of a person to a thing) to the modern 
understanding of the nature of any relations-
hip as a relationship between people. The  rst 
in the history of political and legal thought of 
the study of property rights problems were the 
Roman lawyers, dedicating his research main-
ly to the interpreting the standards of private 
property rights. According to the beliefs of the 
Roman lawyers, property law as the attitude of 
a person to a thing goes against the concept of 
ownership, establishing the factual and legal 
distribution of things.

The history of Roman law includes the arc-
haic era of the concept development of «relati-
ve property», which was criticized for unautho-
rized distribution of procedural features to the 
material object. The property right in the era 
of the laws of 12 tables is known as «Quirites� 
property « - the ancient Roman property «by the 
right of Quirites» (ex jure Quiritium), character-
ized by special way of acquisition (Mancipatio) 
and a special suit to protect (actioauctoritatis, 
the most ancient vindication).

Subsequently bonitarium (conscientious) 
property was formed and it is presented in the 
doctrine as an intermediate category of legal 
ownership to the rightful property. In the litera-
ture is noted the importance of establishing of 
the bonitarium property institution in the Ro-
man law: the owner is given subjective rights 
and duties, the personal factor in the posses-
sion of the property on the property right is eli-
minated, legal grounds of possession, use and 
dispose of a thing are clearly de ned. Reforms 
of Justinian completed the formation of the 
property right in the Roman law, and already in 

S. Murat
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the status of a classic sample it was subjected 
to the reception by the national legislations of 
many countries [5, 69].

Fundamentals of the Roman law, concer-
ning the property right and other proprietary 
rights, were transformed at all stages of the 
evolution of the legal institution into all exis-
ting and developing legal systems. The social 
function of property rights in the feudal era 
underwent the transformation of the elemen-
tary model of property rights in the branched 
model of property rights [6, 82-88], which was 
formed into the appropriate theory for the re-
gulation of relations connected with land ow-
nership.

New content of institution of private proper-
ty was  lled into the next era under the in uen-
ce of historical, natural law school, when the 
emergence of a con ict law situation was sta-
ted, connected with the possibility of the state 
intervention in the legal sphere of autonomy 
of a person as a legal subject. Liberal model 
of property rights is formed, which is based on 
the acceptance of private ownership as a natu-
ral law and a humanitarian value.

The later uni ed civil codes of France 
(1804.) and Germany (1896.) substantially 
completed the existing concepts of proper-
ty rights and other proprietary rights [7, 27]. 
The French Civil Code among the main types 
of proprietary rights determines the property 
rights, the right of usufruct, the right of use and 
residence, servitude rights, different varieties 
of bails.

Since the middle of the 19th century libe-
ral conception of property rights based on the 
principle of balance between public and priva-
te interests has transformed into the model, 
which is called in the literature as social-orien-
ted.

In the Civil Code of the Republic of Ka-
zakhstan the relations of property and other 
proprietary rights are governed by the rules 
and the provisions of Section 2 «The proper-
ty rights and other proprietary rights.» The 
concept of the property rights is given in the 
most general form: property right is a right of 
a subject, which is recognized and protected 
by the legislative acts, in his sole discretion 
to possess, use and dispose of the property 
belonging to him. Accordingly, the content of 

the triad of property rights are disclosed. The 
articles 191-195 of the Civil Code of the Re-
public of Kazakhstan differentiate the types of 
property: private property as the property of ci-
tizens and non-governmental entities and their 
associations; state property rights  in the form 
of republican and communal property; state 
property rights of land and other natural re-
sources; property rights and other proprietary 
rights to housing;  the rights of non-owners: 1) 
the right of land use; 2) the right of economic 
management; 3) the right of operational ma-
nagement; 3-1) the right of limited use of so-
meone else�s target property (servitude); 4) ot-
her proprietary rights, which are stipulated by 
the Civil Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
and other legislative acts (e.g. servitude, the 
subsoil use right, the right of temporary use of 
land, which is  in a private property, bail). To 
the proprietary rights, the standards of proper-
ty rights are applied, if other standards are not 
provided by law or are not contradicted to the 
nature of the property law. 

Modern researchers of CIS countries are 
trying to raise to the macro level the idea of 
the need for a more speci c de nition of the 
logical boundaries of legal concepts - such a 
necessity is determined by the establishment 
and management of new social and economic 
foundations through legal instruments. So, as 
stated, the erosion of the concepts and de -
nitions leads to their devaluation, the loss of 
cognitive value as well as practical meaning 
[8, 241]. Among the legal institutions, which 
need better de nition of the concept and fe-
atures, the institution of property rights and 
other proprietary rights are included. Des-
pite a great number of attempts to de ne 
the property rights, property law, its general 
standard is achieved neither in the science 
of civil law nor in the current legislation. The 
most detailed de nition of property rights as 
a conglomeration of its features is shown in 
a scienti c classi cation of Y.A. Sukhanov 
[9, 7, 142-146]. In general, the «category of 
proprietary rights covers,  rstly, the property 
rights - the most widespread in terms of com-
petences property law ... Secondly, it includes 
other limited (compared with the content of 
the property rights) proprietary rights « [3, 
309-310].

STARPTAUTISK S TIES BAS   /   INTERNATIONAL LAW   /    
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Thus, the institution of property rights in 
the process of integration of the countries has 
been separated from the framework of natio-
nal law and has derived its consolidation in 
the international legal acts. In the European 
law main (basic) standards of property rights 
have been developed, the study of which has 
led to the conclusion that in the international 
law the concept of values of property rights is 
accepted. Speci city of the concept of values 
is shown in the following features: equality of 
subjects of private property, distributing of the 
property rights to the objects, that have traits 
of economic value and cash  ow, regardless of 
material or nonmaterial nature, the range of 
the powers of the owner, the existence of an 
inde nite number of passive obligations ow-
ners, as well as an assignment to the state of 
additional active duties to ensure the property 
rights. 

The de nition of property rights in the Re-
public of Kazakhstan has the same interna-
tional legal concept of the Institute for the ba-
sic overlap positions. However, we should pay 
attention to the principle character of these 
speci cs. If the European model of the proper-
ty right is based on the value approach, the 
model of Kazakhstan is based on the proprie-
tary-legal concept of property rights with its 
traditional triad concept of proprietary rights 
to possess, use and dispose of property belon-
ging to the subject.

International legal regulation of standards 
and provisions of the property rights

International legal standards of property 
rights protection as a universal value are inclu-
ded into many international legal acts of hu-
man rights. Problems of their application and 
interpretation in the process of development 
and adoption of international legal acts go out 
of the frame of the domestic regulation and 
cease to be the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
states, obtaining the scale of the international 
interest. It is logical that the powers of interpre-
ting and applying the standards and provisions 
of international legal acts, containing the stan-
dards of legal regulation of property rights and 
their protection, are passed to international au-
thorities. Consequently, the modern practice of 

protection of property rights is carried out both 
at the national legal and the international le-
gal levels. It is stated in the literature that «the 
general tendency in the system of protection 
of property rights of foreign persons is the gra-
dual replacement of the national mechanisms 
(guarantees) by the international protection 
mechanisms» [10, 6].

The doctrinal sources contain elaboration 
of problems of international legal regulation of 
the property rights protection in the internatio-
nal legal acts in the context of their interpre-
tation and application. Classi cation of inter-
national legal acts, depending on the scope, 
universal and regional, is generally accepted. 
Historical and legal sources of the internatio-
nal law indicate that the formation of the insti-
tute of international legal protection of proper-
ty rights at the universal level has its own 
speci cs. The main feature lies in the fact that 
legal regulation of property relations is carried 
out taking into consideration the speci c sphe-
re. Here we talk about the international legal 
regulation of the protection of property rights 
issues in the speci c groups of relations - in 
the period of armed con ict in respect of the 
special status of subjects (refugees, stateless 
persons, women, the disabled and others). 
Also we should highlight earlier conventional 
sources, containing provisions on the protec-
tion of property rights - The Hague Conventions 
of 1899 and 1907, which approved the prin-
ciples of inviolability of private property during 
the armed con ict and have got subsequently 
the development in the provisions of Geneva 
Conventions of 1949. Undoubtedly, the earlier 
international legal acts are of great importance 
for determination of the sources of internatio-
nal legal regulation of property rights and their 
protection, among them are - the Magna Carta 
of 1215, the French Declaration of the Human 
and Citizen Rights of 1789. Magna Carta for 
the  rst time accepted the property right of 
a free man, coupled with the need to protect 
this right, thus having formed its fundamental 
basis. The French Declaration proclaimed that 
the right of property is inviolable and sacred.

The list of universal international legal 
acts of the UN system, comprising the pro-
visions of property rights protection, opens 
with the Universal Declaration of Human 

S. Murat
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Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of 1948. 
The list also includes the Convention on the 
Status of Refugees of 1951, the Convention 
on the Status of Stateless Persons of 1954, 
the International Covenant on Civil and Poli-
tical Rights of 1966, the International Cove-
nant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 
of 1966, the ILO Convention concerning Indi-
genous and Tribal Peoples, leading the tribal 
lifestyle in independent countries, the Inter-
national Convention on the Elimination of all 
forms of racial discrimination of 1965, the 
International Convention on the Elimination 
of all forms of discrimination against women 
of 1979, the International Convention on the 
protection of the rights of all migrant workers 
and members of their families of 1990, Dec-
laration of Social progress and development 
of 1969, the Declaration on the Rights of Per-
sons with Disabilities of 1975 and other inter-
nationally legal acts.

Thus, as international practice shows the 
institution of property rights in the modern 
period has been subjected to the substantial 
transformation: the range of issues, concer-
ning the legal regulation of the institution and 
crossing the border of domestic jurisdiction of 
states, has become more extensive. Doctrinal 
sources and international legal acts indicate 
that the property right is approved in the  eld 
of international legal regulation. In the litera-
ture the following fact is convincingly proved: 
«for the right of property the feature of absolu-
teness is no longer characterized by the extent 
to which it is admitted in the classical liberal 
model ... there are signi cant changes in the 
structure of property rights, the owner creden-
tials, there are new types of property ...�. In ge-
neral, there is the evolution of the institution 
of property rights towards its broader under-
standing, which is re ected in the internatio-
nal acts, in the practice of international Judi-
cial authorities, particularly, in the practice of 
the European Court of human rights and in the 
international legal doctrine «[10, 4]. However, 
the statement, that the doctrine still cannot 
adequately describe and explain all the com-
plex interactions of relations of participants 
of property relations and offer the legislator 
effective legal means to resolve them, is true 
[11, 6].

International and regional mechanisms 
of the property rights protection

In addition to the universal means of proper-
ty rights protection, international and regional 
mechanisms of the property rights protection 
are also ef cient means. These mechanisms in 
the international law are presented as regional 
and international treaties and relevant interna-
tional judicial institutional entities, whose ac-
tivity is aimed to the ensuring and protecting 
of human rights. The most expressive, in our 
point of view, are the provisions concerning re-
gional and international treaties, governing the 
protection of property rights, and the corres-
ponding practice of the international courts: 
the 1stArticle of Protocol 1 to the European 
Convention on Human Rights and Fundamen-
tal Freedoms of 1950 and the case law of the 
European Court of Human Rights; the 21stAr-
ticle  of the American Convention on Human 
Rights of 1969 and the case law of the Inter-
American Court of Human Rights; the 17thAr-
ticle of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of 
the European Union and the case law of the EU 
Court of Justice; Paragraph 3 of the 13thArticle 
and the 14thArticle of the African Charter on 
Human and Peoples� Rights of 1981 and de-
cisions (reports about the facts) of the African 
Commission on Human and Peoples� Rights; 
the 26thArticle of the Convention of the Com-
monwealth of Independent States on Human 
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of 1995; 
the 31st Article of the Arab Charter of Human 
Rights of 2004.

The most signi cant practice is the prac-
tice of the European Court of Human Rights, 
which has clari ed and extended the notion of 
property, meaning and signi cance of the insti-
tution of property rights protection. The 1stAr-
ticle of Protocol 1 of the European Conven-
tion on Human Rights of 1950 guarantees the 
property rights, based primarily on the princip-
le of respect of property: «Every natural or legal 
person is entitled to the respect of his posses-
sions�. Further, this article regulates the stan-
dards of eviction of property, which is possible 
in the strict compliance of certain conditions: 
«no one can be deprived of his possessions, 
except in the public interest and in terms of 
the conditions, which are provided by law and 
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by the general principles of international law». 
The third standard of article lies in the content 
of the second paragraph: «The preceding pro-
visions can not detract the right of a state to 
enforce such laws as it deems necessary to 
control the use of property in accordance with 
the general interest or to secure the payment 
of taxes or other contributions or penalties» [2, 
266].

Legal regulation of the subjective proper-
ty rights is based on the international stan-
dards that have been formed in the process 
of applying of a mandatory for European Sta-
tes Article 1 of Protocol 1 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights of 1950 Proper-
ty Protection in the European Court of Human 
Rights. The development and adoption of in-
ternational legal regulation of property rights 
standards contributes to harmonization of na-
tional legal systems, and uni cation of the re-
gime of property rights in the modern period.

The basic international standards of 
property rights protection are incorporated in 
the content of the fundamental principles of 
the European Convention on Human Rights: 
the rule of law, the principle of balance betwe-
en public and private interests, and the prin-
ciple of judicial control. The principles above 
are common to the national and international 
legal systems; they are inherent to the law as a 
social regulator [10, 123]. The following stan-
dards are reasonably included into the complex 
of basic international regulatory standards: the 
principle of autonomy of the concept of proper-
ty rights, the principle of legality, the principle 
of legitimate aim interference into the property 
rights, the principle of proportionality of the in-
terference into the property rights to the aim 
pursued. [12, 14-15].

The rule of law does not allow a legal vacu-
um - social relations are subjected to the legal 
regulation that meets the requirements of the 
rule of law (provided by the law), accessibility 
and foreseeing ability, legal certainty of the 
established rules of conduct, and ef ciency of 
the guaranteed subjective rights.

In the doctrinal sources it is proved that 
«from the point of view of the conformity of 
the objectives and results, the legal regula-
tion must satisfy the requirement of balance 
of public and private interests. This require-

ment speci es the limits of intervention in the 
private relations that arise from the relations-
hip of the state and civil society: 1) the state 
may restrict the right of property in the public 
interests, but 2) the public interests should 
not overwhelm the interests of individuals or 
neutralize them, and 3) an individual should 
not be imposed with an excessive burden as 
a result of restriction of property rights» [13, 
94]. International court can assess the activity 
of all authorities in the constitutional system 
of the power separation. In this case the court 
takes into account forms of intervention: dep-
rivation, control measures (and others), as 
well as other factors such as socio-economic 
situation, position of the property owners, the 
taken procedures, terms, during which restric-
tions are applied. Depending on the complex of 
conditions, the «requirement of the balance of 
interests will imply a differentiation of legal re-
gulation under the speci c factual circumstan-
ces» [13, 94]. A great emphasis is attached to 
the deprivation of property, which takes place 
only on the legal grounds [14, 527]. There is 
a trend of transition from general customary 
law of State responsibility to the contractual 
regulations and other special mechanisms: 
compensation issues are resolved at the level 
of bilateral treaties, the resolution of disputes 
by international arbitration has the priority, and 
insurance against commercial risks is carried 
out [15, 778].

Judicial control contributes to the ensuring 
of the rule of law and the proper level of balan-
ce of interests. Judicial control is a function, 
which is realized by the national courts and the 
judicial authorities of international scope for 
the protection of subjective rights in the speci-
 c cases. The judicial authorities in the modern 
period of the development of the international 
community are raised to the rank of control 
subjects, ensuring its legitimacy. The result of 
judicial review is the imposition of obligatory 
act of justice, called for the legal resolution of 
the dispute between the parties [16, 188].

The mechanism of action of judicial control 
in the international law is conditioned by the 
presence in the subject, the right to access to 
the court, the right to a fair trial, due process 
guarantees and a binding judgment decision 
(the 7th and 28thArticles of the Universal Dec-
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laration of Human Rights of 1948 [1, 259, 263] 
and the 6thArticle of the European Convention 
on Human Rights of 1950 [2, 83]). Thus, the 
property rights are provided from the position 
of an integrated approach to the legal regula-
tion of this institution. Analysing the problem 
of property rights protection in the context of 
the European Convention on Human Rights of 
1950, the ratio of the 1stArticle of Protocol 1 
and the 6thArticle of the Convention should 
be emphasized as binding interdependent 
parts of the internationally legal standards of 
property rights regulation. In the practice of the 
European Court of Human Rights the trend is 
formed and approved according to the conside-
ration of a particular dispute between an indi-
vidual and the state, and all efforts are aimed 
at the protection of the individual by extending 
the scope of the 6th Article of the Convention. 
It should be noted that the scope of the 1stAr-
ticle of Protocol 1 and the 6thArticle of the 
Convention coincide with rare cases of contro-
versy exceptions when public element is com-
pletely dominated. The need to consider the 
public interest in the restriction or limitation of 
judicial control occurs when the subject of the 
dispute is the issue of the payment of taxes, or 
in accordance with principles of international 
law (judicial immunity of the state, internatio-
nal organization).

Conclusion

Having emerged in the archaic times, the 
concept of property rights in the historical ret-
rospective was subjected to modernization and 
was transformed into the hypostasis of diffe-
rent models: elementary, branched property, 
liberal, and social-oriented.

The analysis of the historical and legal de-
velopment of the institution of property rights 
leads to the conclusion that in the process 
of integration of the countries this institution 
has been separated from the framework of 

the national law and derives its consolidation 
in the international law acts. The research of 
standards of property rights developed in in-
ternational law, particularly in the European 
law, provides the basis to the conclusion that 
in the international law axiological concept of 
property rights has been accepted based on 
the equality of subjects of private property, dis-
tribution of the property rights to the objects 
that have traits of economic value and cash 
 ow regardless of their material or nonmaterial 
nature, the range of the powers of the owner, 
the existence of an inde nite number of passi-
ve obligations of owners, as well as an assig-
nment to the state of additional active duties 
to ensure the property rights. If the European 
model of the property rights is based on the va-
lue approach, the model of Kazakhstan is ba-
sed on the proprietary-legal concept of proper-
ty rights with its traditional triad concept of 
proprietary rights to possess, use and dispose 
of property belonging to the subject.

In the modern doctrine of property rights 
and the practice of the European Court of hu-
man rights the basic international standards 
of legal regulation of property rights are de-
termined: the principle of the rule of law , the 
principle of balance between public and pri-
vate interests, the principle of judicial control, 
the principle of the autonomy of the concept 
of property rights, the principle of legality, the 
principle of legitimate aim interference into 
the property rights, and the principle of propor-
tionality of the interference into the property 
rights according to the aim pursued.

Thus, it can be summarized: in the modern 
period one of the most actual trends in the 
doctrine of property law and international ju-
risprudence is the development of the interna-
tional legal institution of protection of property 
rights in a two-pronged way - as an institution 
of international law of human rights and as a 
factor of modernization of the National Institu-
tion of property rights.
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